
SIDECAReTM - A new way to collect data to monitor the health of  research animals.

Animal research is one of the first steps in medical discovery, and mice are the primary animal used. Institutions 
must commit significant resources and follow detailed animal care regulations to ensure that all animals are 
treated responsibly and humanely. However, even minor variations in environmental variables can cause problems 
with reproducibility and translation into human applications. Therefore solutions for monitoring environmental 
variables, animal health, and census are needed.

Protecting the animal investment is the primary purpose of SIDECAReTM. SIDECAReTM has sensors to monitor the 
cage environment as well as issues related to animal welfare. Additional value features include a cage side (tap) 
mobile interface, cloud based data storage and access, and automated census. SIDECAReTM sensors report on:

1. Temperature,
2. Humidity,
3. Light,
4. Motion and
5. Ultrasonic vocalization.

Everyday research animals encounter events important to their care. For example, temperature, humidity and 
light control are critical to normal metabolism. Motion detects if a cage is in use or empty. Much of mouse 
communication occurs ultrasonically, so by monitoring the ultrasonic we get a glimpse into mouse activity.

Mouse Ultrasonic Vocalizations (MUSV), processed through Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
algorithms, can identify mouse pups, mating, happy and content animals verses stressed animals. Knowing about 
events allows intervention that improves the ability to care for the animals.
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SIDECAReTM data goes to the cloud where ML and AI considers the information with respect to the individual cage, its historical data, as well as cages around it. In the images above: A) 
depicts results from a study using a series of data loggers placed in selected cages spread out on a ventilated rack. The data clearly indicates variation in temperature, light, and humidity 
among cages on the same rack. Variation is from rack position, but also includes other factors such as number of mice, quantity and quality of enrichment, and activity of the animals 
(age related?) in the cage. This variation is currently unknown within the laboratory animal community and therefore not controlled for in experimental design. SIDECAReTM makes these 
variations known, so they can be controlled and mitigated. Image B) depicts humidity results from SIDECAReTM Minimum Viable Product (MVP) testing in cages with a simulated water source 
malfunction. There are two cage categories, cages on a ventilated rack system, and cages simply placed statically on a shelf. As expected when the simulation is started humidity goes up. 
However at the same time, C) depicts temperature where the ventilated cage decreases temperature, but the static increases. Also note that the starting cage temperature is significantly 
different, even though the cages are in the same room with identical room environmental variables. This further illustrates the need for monitoring environmental parameters within the 
cage, instead of, or in addition to, room level monitoring. SIDECAReTM provides this unprecedented capability in every cage 24/7. With SIDECAReTM, researchers, animal husbandry and 
veterinary staff will have this data at their fingertips to help improve study robustness, reproducibility, and identify outliers quickly due to environmental variables. Automated alerts for 
specific circumstances, such as cage flooding, positions SIDECAReTM to minimize the time animals are in distress before staff correct the problem.

Similar patterns to CC, 
but higher frequency 
and decibels

Animal Welfare Linked to Mouse Ultrasonic Vocalization (MUSV)

In the TSNE graph to the right, AI analysis showed that the MUSV 
were significantly different between different cage conditions, 
cage change (CC), and simulated flooded cage event (FCE). They 
also clustered into discrete groupings. Most of the spectrograms in 
FCE trail downward (A). The CC spectrograms, on the other hand, 
tend to trail upward. When the spectrograms matched across 
collections, they were different frequency and strength (decibel) 
(B).

These observations suggest that by simply analyzing the syllables, 
frequency, and strength of MUSVs, SIDECAReTM can provide a 
relatively clear picture of the general level of well being of the 
animals within the cage.  These observations are compelling. 
However, continued study will further validate these findings 
and uncover future directions. SIDECAReTM development and 
deployment of initial prototypes will build that necessary data. 
SIDECAReTM will then be poised to revolutionize animal research 
and enable tremendous progress in our scientific discoveries by 
simply uncovering as yet unknown confounding experimental 
variables.

Data collected by:
Erik Dohm DVM, Madhurima Maddela PhD, Emma 

Schmidt, Kishan Patel, and Robert Tindal.

HPC TSNE graphs by William Stonewall Monroe.

Poster by Robert Tindal.

Initial MUSV information and data came 
from an on-line source, MouseTube. Our 
own collection of MUSV (above) came soon 
after, in home cage environments using 
stand alone ultrasonic microphones. In the 
image each colored squiggle is a sonogram 
representing a mouse syllable. Processing 
of the recordings used a series of tools 
scripted in Python. This quickly expanded 
with the addition of a new tool that runs 
in MATLAB called Deep Squeak. Deep 
Squeak provided us with a spectrogram 
comparison and grouping of different 
mouse vocalizations known as TSNE graphs. 
The image above depicts such a grouping.
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ESTABLISH AND COMMUNICATE SAFE HAVENS
• Safe havens are discussed with all those that 

could experience undue influence related to the 
management of the study, or analysis or reporting 
of the results. Safe havens are as follows:

• Safe havens are as follows: Undergraduate students 
contact: Jonathan Adams, PhD. Graduate students 
and post-doctoral trainees contact: Lisa Schwiebert, 
PhD. Employees (staff and faculty) contact: Joe 
Roberson. 

• The Study Co-PIs maintain documentation, 
available on request, that individuals with any 
project contact have been so informed.
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Pictured Below: James Hill, Madhurima Maddela PhD, Robert Tindal - lead PI, Emma Schmidt, Erik Dohm DVM - Co-PI, Kishan Patel, Sam Misko PhD - 
Co-PI, Joe Moore, Mike Brascome and William Monroe.

Not Pictured: Brett Byer and Howard Boyd.

For more information contact -
Robert Tindal - President 

Tricorder Array Technologies LLC. 
1500 1st Ave N. - Unit 7  
Birmingham, AL 35203

tindal@tricorderarray.com 
(205)910-4546
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“Mouse found dead” is the number one issue research institutions 
face daily. Animal facility staff visually inspect animals as closely 
as possible, but monitoring thousands of nocturnal animals that 
naturally mask symptoms of illness or distress inevitably results in 
routinely finding some animals dead without previous indication 
or notice of a problem. The breakthrough of SIDECAReTM is the use 
of mouse ultrasonic vocalizations to monitor their health status. 
MUSV analysis is an innovative approach to directly impact health 
problem detection by using ML and AI. Then automatically alerting 
staff for intervention. Research Computing and the use of the HPC 
supercomputer enabled these breakthroughs and advancements. 
SIDECAReTM monitors the social environment within a cage through 
MUSV analysis, matching patterns to various health and social 
events. Using AI, SIDECAReTM can identify:

• mating
• mouse pup presence
• injury (fighting)
• chronic pain (dermatitis)* 
• urination
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